Abstract. The existing research of churn prediction in social network mainly consider single individual behavior and adjacent relationship structure, we propose a churn prediction iterative model in social network based on relationship strength. First of all, according to the traditional model, we put forward a hierarchical structure approach to measure the strength of social relationship based on the traditional user relationships and the complexity of social theory. Secondly, from the two angles of the user's activity and user's influence, we apply iterative way to calculate the influence factor of the social environment. And based on conditional probability model, we put forward a churn prediction iterative model in social network (CIM). Experiments show that the model is suitable for the churn prediction in social network with a good effect, and improve the accuracy on churn prediction in social network.
Introduction
Over the past decade, social network service (SNS) has been rapidly developed. The social network based on "six degrees of separation" theory, is also known as the "small world" theory [1] . Social structure consists of individual users and their relationship [2] . The social network sites support online services which focus on helping users to establish and maintain their social relationships [3] . However, the problem of user churn appears with the rapidly development of social networks. Churn problem has got great attention. A large number of industries were study user churn, especially based on the service industry, including the telecommunications [4, 5] , banking [6] , online gaming [7] , P2P networks [8] , and online social networks [9, 10] . Churn problems of online social networks is particularly important, directly affects the economic benefits of social platforms.
Churn in social networks has attracted a lot of researches, especially the analysis of user behavior. Traditional research methods focus more on the users behavior, while ignoring the social environment. A user has great probability to churn for the inactive social environment (or friends) among him or her, as a consequence that he will likely be influenced. Besides, the intimate of user pair is different and the social strength to churn effect is not the same [11] . The previous research may ignore the interaction between users.
In this paper, the structure of the organization is as follows: First, we introduce the research status of social network and the results of the current churn achieved. Then, we define the churn related definitions. After that, we build churn iterative prediction model (CIM). And then, we conduct experiments to verify our model and the experimental results are analyzed. Finally, we summarize this paper and discuss the future work.
Related Work
At present, a large number of works about churn issue have been published. Kumar S et al [12] studied the user migration patterns in social media. From the perspective of user lives, studies such as Kairam S R et al [13] studied the development of user's life in social network. Zhu Y et al [14] learned the social network user level of activity. Danescu et al [15] paid attention to the user's life cycle from the perspective of community. Domestic and foreign scholars on social networks churn research mainly concentrated in two aspects: churn factors analysis and churn model analysis [16] .
Churn factors analysis: Some scholar the choice of the user's basic features in the social network, such as Richard J. Oentaryo et al [9] chose the user age, gender, nationality, religion, social age, etc.. For structure factors analysis in the social network, Marcel Karnsted et al [10] selected the social nodes of degree, penetration, the central node, and intermediate structural features. Zhu Y et al [14] studied user activity levels in social network, Long X et al [17] researched user relationship in social network.User churn model: there are many domestic and foreign scholars using data mining method to build user churn model, including classification model, the regression model, the clustering model, time series analysis. Studies such as Dror G et al [18] tried a variety of models in the churn prediction, including Logistic regression, SVM, KNN. Studies such as Oentaryo R J et al [9] used SVM and based on SVM improved ICA model. Studies such as Long X et al [16] used K-means model. Studies such as Kairam S R et al [13] tried using a decision tree, Logistic regression model.
Problem Definition
We modeled the social networks as an undirected graph
expresses users, and E V V   is the set of edges between them. Each edge
indicates that user i v and user j v are friends. We define a user's churn status as follows: Churn and Non-churn: churn and non-churn can be judged by the user's activities. When a user is non-churn status, he or she will have new activities. Therefore, we define that if user's i v time gap between last activity and current time is more than a threshold , and then user i v is determined to be churn, otherwise to be non-churn. Thus, we define the label i y of a user i v churn status: if 
CIM Model
We propose a Churn Impact Iterative Model(CIM). We take many factors which have relation with churn into consideration, including user behavior, friends' structure, and community structure and so on. First of all, data preprocess and analysis, including individual behavior and social relationships analysis; Secondly, online data mining which main task is mining user activity degree and quantization hierarchical relationship strength; Then we propose a churn prediction iterative model based on relationship strength(CIM); After the above steps, output a churn list. The user's activity level judged by the user of micro-blog activities. We analysis the users of active level. Some user features will be described particularly.Average degree of active is expressed as the average number of user activities published by the average time. Current activity reflect the user activity trend of micro-blog recently published, it is calculated by the new micro-blog activities.
In social networks, if a user's most friends are inactive, the user is likely to churn. Therefore, the status of a friend has a great influence on the user churn. Where i N is the user's i v set of all neighbors, and ( ) j h v denotes neighbor j v individual activity, ij w denotes the influence weight between user i v and j v . We define friends degree of active effect on a user as follows:
Influence of community: We analyze the influence of user's community environment for churn. In this paper, we choose to use a relatively mature community detection algorithm, such as Fast-GN. prediction model and the inference process can be expressed in terms of the conditional probability. The churn probability as follows:
In this work, we adopt a churn impact iterative model called CIM algorithm. The process is outlined in table 1. Our task is to predict the user churn status in the next time. During CIM prediction, we divide the network into various communities firstly. Each community includes a number of users. 
7: end for Until convergence

Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model and compare with other alternative methods, we use a real social network data (Tencent micro-blog), which including 96456 users' basic personal information, they generated a total of 4,575,330 relationship links, and 5,657,325 micro-blogs. Our main purpose is to predict whether the user churn in the future. The data collection process continued from 2014/10/13 to 2015/01/04.
In order to compare the effect of our model, we use the K-Means method and Gaussian Discriminant Analysis (GDA) for comparison testing. We evaluate the performance of our churn prediction methods. Our performance evaluation involves four measures popularly used for classification tasks, including Precision, Recall, Accuracy, and F1-Measure. Figure 1 . Churn factors and churn probability. Fig.1 (a, b, c) shows the correlation between the individual behavior and the probability that the user churn. Y-axis is user non-churn probability. X-axis X-axis (Fig.1 a) is the number of users posted micro-blog in recent period of time (e.g. one month); X-axis ( Fig.1 b) is the user active level. X-axis ( Fig.1 c) is the user activity. For a user, the fewer micro-blog activities is, the higher the probability of churn will be.
Individual behavior has obvious influence on churn, but each user's behavior is different, so we need to consider other factors that affect the churn. In Fig. 1(d,e) , we consider the effect of the structure on the friend for user churn. Y-axis is the user churn probability. X-axis (Fig.1 d) is the number of friends. X-axis (Fig.1 e) is the friends of churn ratio. Fig.1 (d) shows that if the user has more friends, and probability of non-churn is higher. Fig.1 (e) shows the greater the ratio of users churn friends, the greater the probability that the loss of customers. It is worth noting that, in the loss of user friend ratio is 0, the possibility of churn is high, through our analysis, and the reason for this phenomenon is that the user has no friends.
We consider the effect of the influence of community for user churn. We analyze the user's social environment impact on user churn. Fig. 1(f) shows that the connection between user non-churn probability and an inactive community or an active community. Y-axis is the churn probability of the user. X-axis is the associations of division ratio (such as 40% said a community of active users ratio is greater than 40%, the community is marked for active community, or marked as inactive community).
We now describe the performance results for the different methods we considered. Table 2 shows the results in the four test cases (prediction performance for 10000 users, for 30000 users, for 50000 users and for 70000 users). It can be clearly seen that our CIM model significantly outperforms in the two comparison methods. In terms of F1-Measure, CIM achieves a +25% improvement compared with the GDA. Comparing with K-means method, CIM also results in an improvement of +5%. The advantage of CIM mainly comes from the improvement on accuracy. CIM achieves a +13% improvement compared with the GDA. Compared with K-means method, CIM results in an improvement of +9%. One important reason is that CIM can detect some difficult cases by environmental impact (Influence of friends and Influence of community). It is worth noting that the recall of CIM is not as well as K-means. But the precision is significantly better than other models.
Summary
In this paper, we propose a CIM model for prediction the users churn in social network, the model verified by experiments with the real social network data. Experimental results show that our method can improve the accuracy of churn prediction. In our prediction model, we fully exploit the interaction between users and the social relationships. With their social relationships, we can realize the churn prediction of users in the future.
